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District of Maryland Manages 
Through Federal Shutdown
By Robert Brennen

The partial federal government shutdown following Congress and the President’s failure to reach 
a compromise on budget legislation has stretched into its third week. Trash cans overflow on the 
Washington Mall, and “CLOSED” signs are posted at government buildings. The federal judiciary 
is by no means immune from the crisis created by the executive and legislative branches. On 
the 13th day of the shutdown, we met with the Honorable James K. Bredar, Chief Judge of 
United States District Court for the District of Maryland, to discuss how the Court is meeting 
the challenges. The bottom line: you won’t see any CLOSED signs at 101 West Lombard or 6500 
Cherrywood Lane.

MDFBA: The U.S. Constitution requires that federal judges get paid. How does the 
shutdown impact the Court’s operations?

Chief Judge Bredar: “The judges are just the tip of the spear. Ninety-five percent of the work that 
is necessary to the Court’s fulfillment of its Constitutional obligations is performed by our highly-
competent and well-trained staff, including judicial assistants, law clerks, the Clerk’s Office, the 
Criminal Justice Act attorneys, the Probation Office, the Pretrial Services Office, the Federal Public 
Defender’s Office, the court reporters, and many others. 

While the Judiciary is not involved in the policy issues at the center of the political dispute that is 
behind the other branches’ failure to discharge their responsibilities to the American people, no 
one should be under any illusion that this shutdown is not causing real collateral consequences 
well beyond that dispute.”

Continued on next page
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MDFBA: So what happens when Congress and the President fail to pass legislation to pay those people?

Chief Judge Bredar: “There have been many shutdowns over the years, some of which have had an impact and others that have not. The 
Administrative Office [of the United States Courts] has developed a good strategy for managing through them. We take different pots of money, 
such as filing and other fees, and our annual advance of funds to pay juror fees, and temporarily re-allocate them. Those funds are usually 
sufficient to pay our payroll and essential costs. We might pay other, less-essential costs more slowly than we normally would, just like any business 
dealing with a temporary cash flow shortage. Employing that strategy we can weather a shutdown of two, five or seven days with virtually no impact 
on operations.”

MDFBA: Here we are on Day 13. What happens when a shutdown extends beyond a week?

Chief Judge Bredar: “The shutdown in 2013 lasted 21 days, and put a lot of strain on the Judiciary, and we just made it through before those pots 
of money were emptied. The Administrative Office thinks we should be able to stretch things out at least until next Friday, and maybe farther.  
Until then the Court expects operations to be normal.

Despite a partial shutdown of the federal government that began on December 22, 2018, the Judiciary remains open and can continue 
operations for approximately three weeks through January 11, 2019, by using court fee balances and other funds not dependent on 
new appropriate.

Administrative Office of the United States Courts, December 22, 2018

There are other practical issues. Like many federal courthouses, we lease ours from to the General Services Administration and we depend upon 
GSA personnel to maintain the buildings and HVAC systems, keep the buildings clean, empty the trash, clear the snow and ice from the sidewalks, 
etc. The GSA is already in shutdown mode, but their people are problem solvers with whom we have an excellent relationship. I met with our 
local GSA representatives yesterday and told them that we expect the GSA to continue to perform in accordance with our leases. They get the 
importance of what we do here and I fully expect that we will be able to work through things together.”

Continued on next page



MDFBA: What is going happen on Monday, January 14?

Chief Judge Bredar: “As I said, the Administrative Office believes that we may have sufficient reserves to continue normal operations beyond 
January 11. In any event, the basic point is that the Federal Court never closes. I am determined, even with a complete lapse of funds, that we will 
in some form continue to operate and we will meet our Constitutionally mandated deadlines. That is my pledge to you and the Bar.

This Court is directly involved in the judicial process, and under the Constitution and laws of the United States, it is always open to exercise 
the judicial power of the United States. Thus, the Court must continue, even in the absence of funding by Congress, to receive new cases, 
and hear and dispose of pending cases. Activities will, however, be limited as nearly as practical to those functions necessary and essential 
to continue the resolution of pending cases.

Local Rule 512., Lapse in Appropriations

That will require most or all of our staff to continue to report to work, without compensation, pending resolution of the budget impasse.  
In the past, such resolution has included Congressional authorization for back-pay.”

MDFBA: Those Constitutional deadlines relate almost exclusively to criminal matters. 
What impact will there be on the disposition of civil matters?

Chief Judge Bredar: “There often is more flexibility with respect to deadlines in civil matters 
and we absolutely may need to take advantage of that flexibility. I am not going to discuss 
specific matters, but there may be some civil matters that involve the safety of human life or 
the protection of property that will receive priority.”

MDFBA: So what should civil practitioners expect come January 14?

Chief Judge Bredar: “I am going to invoke the Ripeness Doctrine on that. The Court is engaged 
in planning and will be prepared to deal with any contingencies, but there have been no final 
determinations.”

On January 7, 2019, the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts published a release stating that it  
“has revised its original estimate and now is working toward the goal of sustaining paid operations through January 18, 2019.” 

https://www.uscourts.gov/news/2019/01/07/judiciary-operating-limited-funds-during-shutdown
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Wills for Veterans: 
FBA MD Chapter 
Gives Back to Local 
Veterans
By Lindsay A. Freedman

On Saturday, November 17, the Maryland 
Chapter held its inaugural Wills for 
Veterans pro bono event. Part of an 
initiative of the FBA that began at the 
national level in February 2017, this 
pro bono project involves attorneys 
who donate their time to prepare wills,  

Continued on next page
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financial powers of attorney, and 
advanced medical directives for Maryland 
veterans. The volunteers receive training 
and use donated laptops, printers, and 
software to provide free legal services 
to veterans and their spouses. About 20 
attorneys, a paralegal, and two notaries 
volunteered to serve our veterans. During 
the event, volunteers assisted 27 veterans 
and their spouses. 

As the Wills for Veterans liaison for our 
FBA Chapter, I planned the event to be 
held for the first time in Maryland at the 
Greenbelt American Legion Post 136. 
Prince George’s County has the largest 
veteran population in the state, with 
approximately 60,000 veterans according 
to the latest U.S. Census Bureau data. 
The Legion Post generously donated 
space—its full-service restaurant was 
transformed into a makeshift law 
office for the day—and advertised the 
event through social media and local 
Prince George’s County news journals 
and veterans’ groups. The warm and 
genial atmosphere, along with donated 
food and drinks, helped provide the 
veterans, their spouses, and children 
with the support and gratitude they so  
richly deserve. 

Even with strong pre-registration turnout, 
our volunteers were able to serve some 
walk-ins—veterans who had learned of 
the event but hadn’t registered. In order to 
serve as many veterans as possible, each 
individual who registered was provided a 
detailed questionnaire to complete and 
bring with them. This preparation helped 
them think about their goals, consider 
options, and focus their discussions 
with the volunteer attorneys. After 
they completed the interview pricess 
and reviewed the questionnaires, the 
volunteer attorneys advised veterans 
on estate planning, and drafted their 
wills, financial powers of attorney, 
and advanced medical directives. The 
documents were then printed and fully 
executed on the day of the event, and 
the veterans and their spouses left with 
their documents in hand. They expressed 
thanks and gratitude for the peace of mind 
that resulted from getting their affairs in 
order, and our volunteers expressed their 
thanks and gratitude for the veterans’ 
service to our country. It was a rewarding 
and meaningful way for us to give back to 
our veterans and their families.

A special thanks to Bonnie Greenberg 
of the United States Attorney’s Office 
in Maryland and Linda Hitt Thatcher of 
Thatcher Law Firm, who first approached 
me with the opportunity to be our 
Chapter’s Wills for Veterans liaison, and 
our generous partners, William Kiniry and 
Thomas Grace of DLA Piper, without whom 
the event would not have been possible.

Mr. Kiniry and Mr. Grace manage a similar 
pro bono program, specifically for first 
responders, through the Maryland State 
Bar Association Young Lawyers Section 
and the non-profit organization Wills for 
Heroes Foundation. Not only did they 
provide administrative support, but Wills for 
Heroes charitably lent laptops, printers, and 
software for use during the event. Mr. Grace 
also provided a streamlined, morning-of 
training session for the volunteers. This 
allowed attorneys to volunteer regardless 
of their level of estate planning experience. 

The event was a unique and rewarding 
opportunity to support our local veterans. 
Based on the positive feedback from our 
veteran clients and volunteer attorneys, 
we hope that the Wills for Veterans event 
will become an annual, signature program 
for the Chapter, and a continued success 
for years to come.
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I. A Fast-Fish belongs to the party 
fast to it.

II. A Loose-Fish is fair game for any-
body who can soonest catch it.

But what plays the mischief with this 
masterly code is the admirable brevity 
of it, which necessitates a vast volume of 
commentaries to expound it.

First: What is a Fast-Fish? Alive or dead a 
fish is technically fast, when it is connected 
with an occupied ship or boat, by any 
medium at all controllable by the occupant 
or occupants,—a mast, an oar, a nine-
inch cable, a telegraph wire, or a strand of 
cobweb, it is all the same. Likewise a fish is 
technically fast when it bears a waif, or any 
other recognized symbol of possession; so 
long as the party wailing it plainly evince 
their ability at any time to take it alongside, 
as well as their intention so to do.

These are scientific commentaries; but 
the commentaries of the whalemen 
themselves sometimes consist in hard 
words and harder knocks— the Coke-
upon-Littleton of the fist. True, among the 
more upright and honorable whalemen 
allowances are always made for peculiar 
cases, where it would be an outrageous 
moral injustice for one party to claim 
possession of a whale previously chased 
or killed by another party. But others are 
by no means so scrupulous.

Some fifty years ago there was a curious 
case of whale-trover litigated in England, 
wherein the plaintiffs set forth that after 
a hard chase of a whale in the Northern 
seas; and when indeed they (the plaintiffs) 
had succeeded in harpooning the fish; they 
were at last, through peril of their lives, 
obliged to forsake not only their lines, but 
their boat itself. Ultimately the defendants 
(the crew of another ship) came up with 
the whale, struck, killed, seized, and finally 
appropriated it before the very eyes of 
the plaintiffs. And when those defendants 
were remonstrated with, their captain 
snapped his fingers in the plaintiffs’ teeth, 
and assured them that by way of doxology 
to the deed he had done, he would now 
retain their line, harpoons, and boat, which 
had remained attached to the whale at the 
time of the seizure. Wherefore the plaintiffs 
now sued for the recovery of the value of 
their whale, line, harpoons, and boat.

Mr. Erskine was counsel for the 
defendants; Lord Ellenborough was the 
judge. In the course of the defence, the 
witty Erskine went on to illustrate his 
position, by alluding to a recent crim. con. 
case, wherein a gentleman, after in vain 
trying to bridle his wife’s viciousness, had 
at last abandoned her upon the seas of 
life; but in the course of years, repenting of 
that step, he instituted an action to recover 
possession of her. Erskine was on the other

Continued on next page
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Fast-Fish and 
Loose Fish 
By Herman Melville  
(Moby Dick, Chapter 89)

The allusion to the waifs and waif-poles 
in the last chapter but one, necessitates 
some account of the laws and regulations 
of the whale fishery, of which the waif 
may be deemed the grand symbol  
and badge.

It frequently happens that when several 
ships are cruising in company, a whale 
may be struck by one vessel, then escape, 
and be finally killed and captured by 
another vessel; and herein are indirectly 
comprised many minor contingencies, all 
partaking of this one grand feature. For 
example,—after a weary and perilous 
chase and capture of a whale, the body 
may get loose from the ship by reason of 
a violent storm; and drifting far away to 
leeward, be retaken by a second whaler, 
who, in a calm, snugly tows it alongside, 
without risk of life or line. Thus the most 
vexatious and violent disputes would 
often arise between the fishermen, were 
there not some written or unwritten, 
universal, undisputed law applicable  
to all cases.

Perhaps the only formal whaling code 
authorized by legislative enactment, 
was that of Holland. It was decreed 
by the States-General in A.D. 1695. 
But though no other nation has ever 
had any written whaling law, yet the 
American fishermen have been their own 
legislators and lawyers in this matter. 
They have provided a system which for 
terse comprehensiveness surpasses 
Justinian’s Pandects and the By-laws of 
the Chinese Society for the Suppression 
of Meddling with other People’s Business. 
Yes; these laws might be engraven on a 
Queen Anne’s farthing, or the barb of a 
harpoon, and worn round the neck, so 
small are they.
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side; and he then supported it by saying, 
that though the gentleman had originally 
harpooned the lady, and had once had 
her fast, and only by reason of the great 
stress of her plunging viciousness, had at 
last abandoned her; yet abandon her he 
did, so that she became a loose-fish; and 
therefore when a subsequent gentleman 
re-harpooned her, the lady then became 
that subsequent gentleman’s property, 
along with whatever harpoon might have 
been found sticking in her.

Now in the present case Erskine 
contended that the examples of the whale 
and the lady were reciprocally illustrative 
of each other.

These pleadings, and the counter 
pleadings, being duly heard, the very 
learned Judge in set terms decided, to 
wit,— That as for the boat, he awarded it 
to the plaintiffs, because they had merely 
abandoned it to save their lives; but that 
with regard to the controverted whale, 
harpoons, and line, they belonged to the 
defendants; the whale, because it was a 
Loose-Fish at the time of the final capture;

and the harpoons and line because when 
the fish made off with them, it (the fish) 
acquired a property in those articles; 
and hence anybody who afterwards 
took the fish had a right to them. Now 
the defendants afterwards took the fish; 
ergo, the aforesaid articles were theirs.

A common man looking at this decision of 
the very learned Judge, might possibly object 
to it. But ploughed up to the primary rock 
of the matter, the two great principles laid 
down in the twin whaling laws previously 
quoted, and applied and elucidated by 
Lord Ellenborough in the above cited 
case; these two laws touching Fast-Fish 
and Loose-Fish, I say, will on reflection, 
be found the fundamentals of all human 
jurisprudence; For notwith-standing its 
complicated tracery of sculpture, the 
Temple of the Law, like the Temple of the 
Philistines, has but two props to stand on.

Is it not a saying in every one’s mouth, 
Possession is half of the law: that is, 
regardless of how the thing came into 
possession? But often possession is the 
whole of the law. What are the sinews and 

souls of Russian serfs and Republican 
slaves but Fast-Fish, whereof possession is 
the whole of the law? What to the rapacious 
landlord is the widow’s last mite but a Fast-
Fish? What is yonder undetected villain’s 
marble mansion with a doorplate for a 
waif; what is that but a Fast-Fish? What is 
the ruinous discount which Mordecai, the 
broker, gets from the poor Woebegone, the 
bankrupt, on a loan to keep Woebegone’s 
family from starvation; what is that ruinous 
discount but a Fast-Fish? What is the 
Archbishop of Savesoul’s income of 100,000 
pounds seized from the scant bread and 
cheese of hundreds of thousands of 
broken-backed laborers (all sure of heaven 
without any of Savesoul’s help) what is 
that globular 100,000 but a Fast-Fish. 
What are the Duke of Dunder’s hereditary 
towns and hamlets but Fast-Fish? What to 
that redoubted harpooneer, John Bull, is 
poor Ireland, but a Fast-Fish? What to that 
apostolic lancer, Brother Jonathan, is Texas 
but a Fast-Fish? And concerning all these, is 
not Possession the whole of the law?

But if the doctrine of Fast-Fish be pretty 
generally applicable, the kindred doctrine 
of Loose-Fish is still more widely so. That is 
internationally and universally applicable.

What was America in 1492 but a Loose-
Fish, in which Columbus struck the Spanish 
standard by way of waifing it for his royal 
master and mistress? What was Poland to 
the Czar? What Greece to the Turk? What 
India to England? What at last will Mexico 
be to the United States? All Loose-Fish.

What are the Rights of Man and the 
Liberties of the World but Loose-Fish? What 
all men’s minds and opinions but Loose-
Fish? What is the principle of religious 
belief in them but a Loose-Fish? What to 
the ostentatious smuggling verbalists are 
the thoughts of thinkers but Loose-Fish? 
What is the great globe itself but a Loose-
Fish? And what are you, reader, but a 
Loose-Fish and a Fast-Fish, too?
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Meet Our Newest 
Bankruptcy Judge 
– The Honorable 
Michelle M. Harner 
By Linda Donhauser

After spending even a small amount of 
time in the presence of Judge Harner, 
it is easy to understand why the Fourth 
Circuit appointed her as a U.S. Bankruptcy 
Judge for the District of Maryland. 
She is passionate about the law, and 
is committed to serving the debtors, 
creditors, lawyers, and other parties who 
appear in her courtroom, as well as our 
community as a whole.

Having just completed her first full 
year on the bench, Judge Harner 
commented that she has enjoyed every 
moment since day one, especially 
interacting with all of the parties in her 
courtroom, communicating with counsel 
and working with the Courthouse 
personnel. She recognizes that the 
issues she is being asked to decide are 
important to the parties, and strives to 
approach each hearing with curiosity  
and inquisitiveness. 

Judge Harner has an exemplary 
academic and professional background, 
having graduated from The Ohio State 
University College of Law, summa 

cum laude, in 1995, and from Boston 
College, cum laude, in 1992. She credits 
her decision to become a bankruptcy 
judge, in part, to the team of fantastic 
people who have surrounded her during 
her academic and professional years, 
in particular Judge William T. Bodoh 
and Professor Nancy B. Rapoport, two  
of her mentors.

There is no doubt that Judge Harner 
is committed to professional service. 
Prior to her appointment to the bench, 
Judge Harner served as the Francis 
King Carey Professor of Law and the 
Director of the Business Law Program 
at the University of Maryland Francis 
King Carey School of Law, where she 
was named as Faculty Member of the 
Year in 2016-2017 by the Student Bar 
Association. She also served as an 
Assistant Professor at the University of 
Nebraska College of Law and a Visiting 
Professor at the Georgetown University 
Law Center. While at the University of 
Nebraska College of Law, Judge Harner 
was voted by the upperclass students as 
Professor of the Year from 2006-2009. 
She enjoys seeing some of her former 
students in her courtroom and in the 
legal community, and hopes to return to 
the classroom one day. 

Judge Harner lectures frequently on 
various topics involving bankruptcy, 
corporate governance, financially 
distressed entities, risk management, 
and related legal issues. Her academic 
scholarship is widely published, with 
her publications appearing in, among 
others, the Vanderbilt Law Review, 
Notre Dame Law Review, Washington 
University Law Review, Minnesota Law 
Review, Indiana Law Journal, Fordham 
Law Review (reprinted in Corporate 
Practice Commentator), Washington & 
Lee Law Review, William & Mary Law 
Review, University of Illinois Law Review, 
Arizona Law Review (reprinted in 
Corporate Practice Commentator), and  
Florida Law Review. 

Judge Harner is well known and 
respected throughout the United 
States, having served as the 
Associate Reporter to the Advisory 
Committee on the Federal Rules of 
Bankruptcy Procedure, the Reporter 
to the American Bankruptcy Institute 
Commission to Study the Reform of 
Chapter 11, and a member of the 
Dodd-Frank Study Working Group 
for the Administrative Office of the 
United States Courts. She also served 
as the Robert M. Zinman ABI Resident 
Scholar for the fall of 2015. Currently, 
Judge Harner chairs the Education 
Committee for the National Conference 
of Bankruptcy Judges. She is an elected 
conferee of the National Bankruptcy 
Conference, an elected fellow of the 
American College of Bankruptcy, and 
an elected member of the American 
Law Institute. Prior to teaching, Judge 
Harner was in private practice in the 
business restructuring, insolvency, 
bankruptcy, and related transactional 
fields, most recently as a partner at the 
Chicago office of the international law 
firm Jones Day.

When asked what advice she would give 
to lawyers, Judge Harner has plenty to 
share. First, always be prepared; as Edna 
Mode from the film The Incredibles says, 
“Luck favors the prepared.” Second, 
understand the other side’s position as 
much as your own. Finally, always read 
the Bankruptcy Code, which is something 
she learned from her mentors at  
Jones Day.

Judge Harner talks proudly about 
her family, and makes them her first 
priority. She commented that she 
is passionate about her personal 
family and her bankruptcy family, 
and that when she is not with one 
she is with the other. It is clear that 
she lives her life, both personally and 
professionally, in accordance with 
her mantra—“pay it forward, be kind 
and do good.”
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Welcome the 
United States 
District Court 
for the District 
of Maryland’s 
Newest Judge, 
Magistrate Judge 
Gina Simms
By Thomas Barnard

In 2017, the District of Maryland 
continued its tradition as one of the 
deepest and most accomplished 
benches in the country when new United 
States Magistrate Judge Gina Simms 
was sworn in as the Court’s newest 
jurist. Joining the Southern Division 
in Greenbelt, Judge Simms returns to 
familiar territory where she has been  
a well-known practitioner of both civil 
and criminal law for many years. Known 
for her attention to detail, excellent 
client service, and creative problem 
solving, lawyers and litigants will quickly 
come to appreciate appearing before 
Judge Simms.

Prior to taking the Bench, Judge 
Simms worked as a Shareholder in 
the Government Enforcement and 
Investigations Practice Group at the 
law firm of Baker, Donelson, Bearman, 
Caldwell, and Berkowitz, which merged 
the offices of long-time Baltimore firm 
Ober, Kaler, Grimes and Shriver in 2017. 
Judge Simms originally joined Ober|Kaler 
as a member of its Health Law Department 
in 2011, after 17 years of service in the 
federal government. While at the firm, 
Judge Simms was a critical part of helping 
grow the Health Law Department’s 
national reputation. 

Baker Donelson practice group chair 
and former United States Attorney Joe 
Whitley stated the following about Judge 
Simms: “I had the pleasure of being 
Gina’s colleague at Baker Donelson. From 
working with her, I came to appreciate 
that her incredible intellect was matched 
by her common sense approach to 
cases. She provided our clients with 
superb advice and counsel. Although 
I was pleased that Gina was chosen to 
be a Magistrate Judge, I greatly miss 
her positive contribution to our firm in 
a myriad of ways.” Another co-worker, 

Howard Sollins, routinely worked closely 
with Judge Simms and stated, “She was 
my ‘go to’ partner when clients were in 
need of advice that combined an honest 
appraisal of a situation, compassion, and  
effective advocacy.”

While serving in the federal government, 
Judge Simms worked in numerous roles, 
including as an Assistant United States 
Attorney in the Districts of Columbia 
and Maryland; the Criminal Health 
Care Fraud Coordinator; an Associate 
Independent Counsel investigating 
a former Secretary of Labor; and an 
Investigative Counsel at the Department 
of the Interior’s Bureau of Ocean 
Energy Management Regulation and 
Enforcement investigating allegations 
of wrongdoing by oil and gas companies 
engaged in offshore oil production.

When asked about the opportunity to 
serve on the Bench, Judge Simms noted 
she is “deeply humbled and honored to 
be able to serve as a Federal Magistrate 
Judge in the District of Maryland.” She 
went on to say, “my first year on the 
Bench has been incredibly enriching and 
I look forward to continuing to serve  
the community.” 

Judge Simms is a graduate of 
Swarthmore College and the George 
Washington University Law School, 
and is a member of the Maryland, 
Pennsylvania, and District of Columbia 
Bars. In her time off the Bench, Judge 
Simms enjoys traveling, spending time 
with her family, and is an avid walker. 
On that point, she humorously noted 
that, according to her Fitbit, she has 
walked the distance of the Great Wall of 
China in three years.

Please join the Maryland Chapter of the 
Federal Bar Association in welcoming 
Magistrate Judge Simms.
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Open Doors Program
By Catherine C. Gamper

On November 2, 2018, the United States District Court for the District 
of Maryland, led by the Honorable Stephanie A. Gallagher, hosted 
the fifteenth annual “Open Doors to the Federal Courts” program at 
the Edward A. Garmatz United States Courthouse in Baltimore. The 
Open Doors program is a national civil education initiative sponsored 
by the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts. Participating local 
courts invite high school students to take part in realistic courtroom 
simulations that center on timely legal issues. The program teaches 
students about the federal court system and the importance of jury 
service, and it allows students to see the different responsibilities 
of judges, attorneys, witnesses, and jurors. Local partners include 
the U.S. District Court for the District of Maryland; the Federal Bar 
Association, Maryland Chapter; and Community Law in Action (CLIA). 
Mark S. Saudek, the Federal Bar Association liaison and partner at
Gallagher Evelius & Jones LLP, recruited and coordinated the volunteer attorneys. The participating attorneys hailed from the U.S. Attorney’s 
Office for the District of Maryland, Gallagher Evelius & Jones LLP, Venable LLP, and Miles & Stockbridge P.C. The judges who presided over 
the courtroom simulations included the Honorable Richard D. Bennett, the Honorable Catherine C. Blake, the Honorable J. Mark Coulson, the  
Honorable Stephanie A. Gallagher, and the Honorable Susan K. Gauvey. In addition, fifteen judicial law clerks served as witnesses. 

Judge Gallagher has hosted Open Doors since 2013, when she took over the planning and organization from the Honorable Susan K. Gauvey.  
This year’s program featured remarks from the Honorable George L. Russell, III, John Chamble from the Office of the Federal Public Defender, United 
States Attorney Robert K. Hur, Retired Courtroom Deputy Pete Thompson, Retired FBI Agent Mia Winkley, and Court Reporters Martin Giordano 
and Christine Asif. More than thirty students from Baltimore City high schools attended. The student attendees exhibited strong engagement with 
the speakers and an impressive knowledge of the Constitution. This year’s fact pattern involved a high school student aiming a laser pointer at 
an aircraft, implicating 18 U.S.C. § 39A, which prohibits persons from knowingly aiming the beam of a laser pointer at an aircraft or in the flight 
path of an aircraft. As jurors, the students actively debated the meaning of “knowingly” and whether the government had met its burden of proof.  
The 2018 Open Doors program was a great success, and it continues to be a vital component of the Federal Bar Association, Maryland Chapter and 
the U.S. District Court for the District of Maryland’s local outreach.
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2018 FBA Golf Outing
On Monday, October 8, 2018, the Maryland Chapter of the Federal 
Bar Association held its 9th Annual Golf Outing at Hunt Valley Golf 
Club in Hunt Valley, Maryland. A nice turnout of golfers was on hand 
under ideal summer-like weather conditions, with highs in the mid-
80s. The course was in great shape, and the outing provided an 
enjoyable atmosphere for the entire spectrum of competitive ability. 
That being said, though, there was a close finish at the top of the 

Continued on next page
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2018 FBA Golf Outing - from page 9

Upcoming Events
Introduction  
to Federal Practice
April 5, 2019
U.S. Courthouse, Baltimore

Annual Golf Outing
October 14, 2019
Hobbits Glen Golf Course
Columbia, Maryland

leaderboard. The team of Allen Honick, Grason Wiggins, Ryan Flach, and Michael Harrison took home 1st Place honors with a Captain’s Choice score 
of 61 (-11), while 2nd Place honors went to the team of Wayne Wiseman, Lindsay Freedman, and Steven Wrobel with a score of 62 (-10). Closest to 
the Pin awards went to Sean Edwards and Michael Brown, the Long Drive Men’s award went to Steven Wrobel, and the Long Drive Women’s award 
went to Jaime Luse.

The FBA also conducted a charitable fundraiser using the proceeds from the Mulligan contributions, whereby the winning team would be entitled 
to designate a charity of its choice to receive those funds. The winning team of Honick, Wiggins, Flach, and Harrison selected the charity of Sharp 
Dressed Man as the recipient of those funds, which totaled $250.

Save the date for the 10th Annual Golf Outing to be held on Monday, October 14, 2019 (Columbus Day), at Hobbit’s Glen Golf Club in Columbia, 
Maryland. We will look forward to seeing you there!
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